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ABSTRACT
Thia thesis develops • model for the estimation of
the aurface fluxea of momentum, heat, and moiature of the
cloud topped marine atmospheric boundary layer by u«e of
•atellite remotely sensed parameter*. The parameter*
chosen for the problem are the integrated liquid water
content, Qijt tn* integrated Mater vapor content, q ., the
cloud top temperature, the aea aurface temperature, and
either a meaaure of the 10 meter neutral wind apeed or the
friction velocity at the aurface.
Under the aaaumptiona of a horizontally homogeneoua,
well-mixed boundary layer, the model calculate* the
equivalent potential temperature and total water profilea
of the boundary layer along with the boundary layer height
from inputa of qlif q A« *nd cloud top temperature. Theae
valuea, along with the lOm neutral wind apeed or friction
velocity and the aea aurface temperature, are then uaed to
estimate the aurface fluxea uaing the method* of Stage
(1979) and Liu, Kataaroa, and Buainger (1979).
The development of a scheme to parameterize the
integrated water vapor outaide of the boundary layer for
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the cmmmm of cold air outbreak and California coastal
mtratua is presented. The scheme involves the mean
profiles of relative humidity and temperature along with
the mean jump of potential temperature through the
inversion to calculate the integrated water vapor. In
turn, thi» leads to a mathod of calculating the radiativa
tamparatura flux at tha cloud top by uaa of Btalay and
Jurica'a <1970| 1972) radiation model.
Sanaitivity atudiaa ara praaantad ahowing tha
potential accuracy of tha tachniqua. Tha modal'a axpactad
accuraciaa with axiating aatallita tachnology ara 24X for
the haat flux and B2X for tha moisture flux. However,
theae expected errora will be reduced with improvement of
the satellite parameter retrieval algorithms.
In conclusion, with improvements of current
technology, the model will provide reasonable estimates of
the surface fluxes. The model is the only one of its kind
currently available to estimate the surface fluxea of
momentum, heat, and moisture of the cloud topped marine
atmoapheric boundary layer from satellite measurable
parameters.
iii
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CHAPTER 1 i INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this thesis i» to develop a modal for
the estimation of the surface flux** of momentum, heat,
and moisture by use of satellite remotely sensed
parameters of the cloud-topped marine atmospheric boundary
1ayer.
The thesis first introduces the problem. Second, the
equations used to solve the problem are shown. Third, the
computational form of the model is presented. Fourth, the
results of the test runs of the model are given. Last,
the thesis conclusions are drawn.
The satellite parameters chosen for this problem are
the integrated liquid water content of the atmosphere, the
integrated water vapor content of the atmosphere, the
cloud top temperature, the sea surface temperature, and
either a measurement of the 10 meter neutral wind speed or
the friction velocity at the surface. This set of
parameters is not the only possible set, but the
technology exists today to remotely sense this set| hence,
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it was chosen for thim mtudy. The currant technology to
measure this set is discussed later in this chapter, but
first the importance of this mtudy im considered.
1.2 SCIENTIFIC IMPORTANCE OF COLD-AIR OUTBREAK
Modelling of the air-sea surface fluxes of momentum,
heat, and moisture by use of remotely sensed satellite
parameters is of importance due to the effect these fluxes
have on the regional and global weather.
Cold air outbreak has a pronounced effect on the
western sections of midlatitude oceans off the east coasts
of Asia and North America. In these regions, high winds,
large air—sea temperature differences, and relatively dry
air combine to give heat and moisture fluxes which are
much greater than oceanic means. These fluxes over the
warm water currents of the Kuroshio and Qulf Stream are
known to have profound effects on cyclogenesis and storm
intensification, particularly on the development of
wintertime cyclones from Taiwan and Cape Hatteras lows
(Chou and Atlas, 1982| Agee and Howley, 1977).
Recently, a method has been suggested by Chou and
Atlas (1962) and Stage (19B3) to estimate the heat and
moisture surface fluxes in the region between the shore
<* pOOR QUALITY
and the edge of a cloud bank during cold air outbreak, by
remotely sensed parameters. This method uses the boundary
layer model developed by Stage and Businger (1961 a,b) for
cold air outbreak. Further research im needed| however,
to extend the estimation of the fluxes into the cloudy
region. Hence, the reason for this study is the need of a
model to estimate the surface fluxes in the cloudy region.
1.3 THE MODEL
The model developed in this study is capable of
estimating the surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and
moisture during a cold air outbreak by use of remotely
sensed parameters of the marine atmospheric boundary
layer. This model is based on the models of Stage (1979)
and Liu, et al... (1979). It assumes unstable boundary
layer conditions and uses the Businger diabatic profiles.
Because of the assumption of unstable conditions, the
model is not valid in neutral or stable conditions.
However, the large air—sea temperature differences common
in cold air outbreak or the large cloud top radiative
temperature fluxes seen in California coastal stratus
cases both produce the well-mixed boundary layer
condition* needed for the modal to run. The modal i» also
limited by the presence of fog. Although the modal ham
been revised to includa tha presence of ad vac t ion fog, it
ia atill unclear as to how tha aquations which calculata
tha surfaca fluxes raact in foggy condition*. Hanca, fog
ia an area in which furthar atudy ia nacaaaary.
1.4 SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY
Tha technology exists today to maaaura tha
paramatarai cloud top temperature, integrated water vapor
content, integrated liquid water content, aea aurface
temperature, and either a 10m neutral wind spaed or •
friction velocity for uae in thia model to eatimate tha
aurface fluxes.
Cloud top temperature may be obtained from infrared
satellite measurementa, such as the infrared aenaora on
the QOES eaat and wast satellites. The other parameters
may be calculated by uaa of a acanning multichannel
microwave radiometer (8MMR) such as tha one carried aboard
SEASAT or the one currently aboard NIMBUS 7.
The 8MMR instrument's primary purpose is to measure
sea aurface temperature and to provide a measurement of
the surface wind speed. However, 8MMR also provides
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estimates of atmospheric water vapor and liquid water
contents. The latter two parameters are found by scanning
over various channel* and •mploying an algorithm d«v«loped
by Chang and Wilh.it (1979). An «urv«y of SMMR'm
capabilities may be found in the book, 3fi.i9LLi.te yi.e.C°waye
BSfflStff iSOSiQa* edited by T.O. Allan (19S3).
As one can «ee, vnith ex i at ing technology the
parameters needed for this model may be estimated from
satellite measurements. In the next chapter, the model
development is discussed.
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CHAPTER 2 I MODEL DEVELOPMENT
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The modal development i» diacuaaed in thi» chapter.
Ae atated in tha firat chapter, the purpoaa of the modal
ia to eatinata tha aurfaca fluxea of momentum, heat, and
moiatura. One method of accompliahing thia taak ia to
find an eatimate of tha variablea 6 , q. , and zb (See
Figure 2.1.1). Thia may be dona with aatallita
meaauremanta of *-£, ^li* *nc* °-vi » *nt* aasuming an
unatable, well mixed boundary layer with Q and q*. being
conaerved quantities (See Figure 2.1.2). Then, with an
eatimate of the neutral wind apeed or the friction
velocity and the aea aurfaca temperature, the aurface
fluxea may be found by uaing the bulk aerodynamic
formulae (See Figure 2.1.3).
Firat in thia chapter, aome baaic variablea and
thermodynamica are introduced. Second, the derivation of
equationa for the model are ahown. Third, tha modal
aquation* are inverted. Fourth, the equationa uaed to
eatimate the aurfaca fluxaa are ahown. Fifth, tha
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Flgur* 2.1.1. Atmo»ph«ric Cro«« Section with Ov«r«iz«d
Marin* Atmo«ph«ric Boundary Lmymri Arrow*
Pointing Down Indicat* 8«t«llit»
M«a«ur«bl« Param«t«rmf Arrow* Pointing Up
Indicate Fluxaa
ak- r
Figure 2.1.2. Marine Atmo«ph«ric Boundary L«y*r Profili
of O and q. .
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Figur* 2.1.3. Modal Flowchart Showing 8t«p« N«c««««ry to
Emtimat* th« Flunam
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parameterization of the liquid and water vapor contents
outaid* of the boundary layer is presented. Last, a
method to calculate the radiative temperature flux at
cloud top in discussed.
2.2 BASIC VARIABLES AND THERMODYNAMICS
The basic variables used in thi« paper ar« now
introduced.
Tj Detupoint temperature
0 Potential temperature
©0 Sea surface temperature
©. Cloud top temperature
q. Total water mixing ratio
q . Water vapor mixing ratio at cloud top
q.. Liquid water mixing ratio at cloud top
z. Cloud top height
ZG Cloud base height
ZB Saturation level height
k von Karman'm constant
t Ratio of molecular weights of water and air
The basic thermodynamic properties are now shown.
The equivalent potential temperature may be approximated
11
by
6- 6 + < C > q (2.2.1)
where L is the latent heat of •vaporation for Mater and
Cie the •pacific heat of air at constant pressure. Th«
total wat«r mixing ratio !• d«fin»d am
(2.2.2)
Th» Claumiu«-Clap«yron aquation may b« written a»
d«-C(«Lv£)/«Td=i)R)DdTd (2.2.3)
Hh«r» • is th« Mat»r vapor partial prvcsur* and £ i« takvn
as 0.622. Th« wat»r vapor partial pressure im r»lat»d to
th« mixing ratio by
qy-(C/p)« (2.2.4)
wh«r« p«at«osph«ric pr*»sur«. Th« differential of (2.2.4)
gives
12
(dqv/qv)-(d«/«)-(dp/p) (2.2.9)
Substituting th« hydrostatic aquation dp/dz—/>g, th«
psrfsct gas law, p»yORT, and (2.2.3) into (2.2.3) gives
(dqv/qv)-(|_v£/( (Tda)R) )dTd+(g/(RT) )dx (2.2.6)
Now, (2.2.6) may b« integrated if on* knows the
saturation mixing ratio, q , corresponding to uomm
dewpoint t«mpsratur«, Tdr, allowing th« defining of two
functionsi
Q(T)-qr«xpC((-Lv€)/R)(l/T~l/Tdr)3 (2.2.7)
ind
(2.2.8)
Thus, Q(T) is ths saturation nixing ratio for air at z-O,
with tBmpsratur«, T| and Td^ <(q) is the dvwpoint for air
at z-0f with water vapor mixing ratio, q. Thsss two
functions ar« invsrsssi thsrsfors,
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(2.2.9a>
and
(2.2.9b>
In order to evaluate these functions. Stage (1979)
obtained saturation vapor pressures from the Smithsonian
Meteorological Tables. He chose values to give the best
fit for the temperature range between O and 1O "C. This
gives the function as
Q (T)-5.3542K 10~:»<eKpC-S399. 286 (1/T-3.59SO5x lO-=») 3>
(2.2.10)
and
TdBH(q)-5399.286/C21.O64O-ln(qKlO=») 3 (2.2. 11)
where T and T . are in Kelvin and q and Q are in g/kg.
The liquid water potential temperature may be defined as
6j- 6B-(Ly/C >qt (2.2.12)
and since 0 and q. are conserved in non-precipatating, no
14
ice, parcel motion, ©. is also • conserved quantity.
Below the saturation level, Qi~O, and 0 .• 6 . The
•aturatlon level or lifting condensation level is
expressed as
(2.2.13)
where o is the dry adiabatic lapse rate and (gT)/(Ly £ )
may be expressed as the lapse rate of dewpoint. The last
thermodynamic property to be introduced is the virtual
potential temperature, & .
6y- fcd-M!/£-!)qv-qx) (2.2.14)
Virtual potential temperature introduces the effects of
both the buoyancy of water vapor and liquid water drag.
2.3 DERIVATION OF MODEL'S EQUATIONS
The equations used in this model were developed for
the case of cold air outbreak. The marine atmospheric
boundary layer (MABL) is assumed to be cloud topped and
well mixed with 6^ and q. being conserved quantities. The
PAGE
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cloud base in assumed to torn equal to the saturation level
and that all motion* in the cloud layer arc Maturated.
The cloud top i» assumed to be equivalent to the base of
the inversion layer.
A method is needed to determine values for the cloud
top temperature, 6bf the integrated liquid Mater content,
q..v *nd the integrated Mater vapor content, q . , of the
marine boundary layer. The marine boundary layer model
developed by Stage (1979) provides such a method. Stage
incorporates a routine to handle saturated partial
behavior in which inputs of Q and z. produce values of
and q for a saturated parcel. Hence, with inputs of 0 ,
q. , and i. it is possible to find @_, Pii* »nd qyi-
A method is now shown in Mhich the cloud top
temperature may be estimated by use of an iterative method
with initial inputs of 6^, qt, and zfaf and an initial
guess for ©..
Cloud top temperature may be found by use of the
following equations.
»2b (2.3.1)
The water vapor mixing ratio at cloud top may be found by
using <2.2.9b) and (2.3.1) where
qvb"Q<Tdb} (2.3.2)
From (2.3.2) it follows that
dq -dQ/dTCdd. -( <-(gT)/(L f ))dx. 3 (2.3.3)
vb b v b
The finite difference form of (2.3.3) is
dQ/dT-CQ(Tdb* &T)-qybD/AT (2.3.4)
where AT is a small increment. The quantity, « ®K, it
expressed as
(2.3.3)
Therefore, by making an initial guem* at 0.
 f one may u»i
equations (2.3.1) to (2.3.5) and
one may iterate numerically until a suitably email 6d. imb
reached, thus providing 6 and q ..
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The liquid water mixing ratio at cloud top may be
found from
In order to solve for the integrated liquid Hater content,
q..f the depth of the cloud layer, d must be found.
Uming equatione (2.2.12), for BI, and (2.2.13), for z-f
and assuming that z>v the saturation level, is equal to
z . the cloud base level
dc-zb-zc (2.3.7)
Below cloud base, q^-O. The liquid water mixing ratio is
assumed to increase linearly with height from z to z. ,
and then is assumed to be equal to zero above the boundary
layer (See Figure 2.3.1).
Thus the q. profile in the cloud layer forms a
triangle, and the integrated liquid water content may be
found by
(2.3.B)
The integrated total water content, q.., of the boundary
Figure 2.3.1. Profile of q in Marine Boundary Layer
19
layer is expressed as
E6
qti'
Sine* q. im well mixed in the boundary layer
qti"qt**b (2.3.9)
Hence the final quantity, the integrated water vapor
content, may be found
(2.3.10)
Now that the quantities, 0faf qlif and qvl have been
derived, the problem nay be inverted.
2.4 INVERSION OF EQUATIONS
The previoum section mhowed a method in which with
input* of 6 L, qt, and 2. were u«ed to find the satellite
parameters Oh, lii* *nd ^ f 'n order to compute the
boundary layer profiles from these satellite parameters a
numerical method must be found to invert the set of
ORIGINAL PAGE !S
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equations in the last section. By inverting the equations
in Section 2.3 allows on* to take the satellite measurable
data and calculate z. and the boundary layer profiles of
6_ and q.. To begin, the satellite measurable parameters,
q. ., qv, , and 0fa are used as input. Then one may
calculate
(2.4.1)
It is also possible to express q. . as.
,*+ r«tqtdz* qt
'*6 >0
r**oP/ q^
'*
Taking q+dz as a known quantity, this will be
'**
discussed in Section 2.6, and taking q -constant below z.
one may write
where
qtxzb-qti-/ qtdz (2.4.2)
We now have the quantity (q.xz.) from which q. and z. may
is
QUALITY
be found by gueveing z. and eolving for q^. Then, by use
of the following set of equations and a OQUlfi ffilfii
method, it ie possible to estimate the variables Q , q. ,
and z which are needed in the flux calculations,b
By guessing z. and solving
qA"(q. xz._)/z._ (2.4.3)
on« in l»ft with q. and z.. From aquation (2.3.1) oni
g«t»
(2.4.4)
The wat«r vapor Mixing ratio may b« found by
Wh«r» Q(T) !• th« function d««crib«d by equation (2.2.1O).
The equivalent potential temperature* ©
-f im found from
equation (2.2.1)
OWGfNAL PAGE &
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The liquid water mixing ratio at cloud top im
The dewpoint just above the ••• murface may be found from
Where T. (q> im the function mxprmnmmd by equation
(2.2.11). Th« liquid watvr potential t«mp«ratur« corn**
from equation (2.2.12)
B1-9.-<Lv/Cp)qt (2.4.9)
Th« maturation l«v»l way b« calculated uaing equation
(2.2.13)
(2.4.10)
If z i« greater than z. , no cloud i« formed in the model,
and the model end*. If z in I mum than zero, then fog i«
prement beloM cloud level. In the caee of fog, Rli? i« no
longer proportional to the area of the triangle ehown in
Figure 2.3.1. The trapezoidal rule can now be applied am
V:-
Figur* 2.4.1. Profila of q. in Marinw Boundary L«y«r with
Fog
24
can be seen in Figure 2.4.1.
The value of q. at the cloud baee !• called q. .
Under no fog condition*, qic"°' In tn* «=a«e of fog, the
cloud base in at the surface and q. in not equal to zero.
Note that the term "fog" referm to advaction fog. If fog
ie present in the boundary layer, q. may be found from
the input value* of 0 , q. , and z by the eame iterative
method shown in Section 2.3.
The dewpoint temperature at z may be found by
(2.4.11)
where a value for d has been guemaed. The water vapor
mixing ratio at paturation level i«
qv.-Q<Tdi|> (2.4.12)
where Q(T) !• from equation (2.2.1O). A email increment,
AT, im now introduced in which
T. -T_ . .* AT (2.4. 13)denew deold
The mixing ratio of T. itdenew
23
found by the •am* method •• (2.2.11). The finite
difference form, equation (2.3.4), in now employed
dQ/dT-(q(Td-n|fw)-qv-)/ AT (2.4.15)
From aquation (2.3.S)
m"C £.-( e-+(Lv/Cp)qvm)3/Cl-KLv/Cp)dQ/dT3 (2.4.16)
If °_ i» !••• than •onm tolerance level than q. may be
found by
Otherwi*e, equation* (2.4.11) to (2.4.16) are repeated
with
until q ie found.
If O<zc<zb than a cloud is formed in the model and no
ORIGINAL PAGE 53
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fog is prevent. Then, the triangle rule illustrated by
Figure 2.3.1 applies. The equation used to handle both
fog and no fog ca«e« is
qli-0.5dc<qlbfqlc> (2.4.19)
The difference between the value of q. . calculated in
(2.4.19) and the value of q^ measured by the satellite is
then checked to see if it is below an acceptable tolerance
value. If it is not, then a r_eg.yl.a flLli routine is used
to calculate a new value of z. and equations (2.4.3) to
(2.4.19) are repeated until an acceptable value is
achieved. Once this occurs, the boundary layer profiles
of ©^ and q. are found. It is then possible to begin the
calculations to derive the surface fluxes of momentum,
heat, and moisture, which is the topic of the next
section.
2.5 CALCULATION OF SURFACE FLUXES
The calculation of the surface fluxes of momentum,
heat, and moisture may now be done. As discussed in the
first chapter, satellite measurements of both a neutral
27
Mind speed at morn* height and • friction velocity may be
calculated by means of empirical formula*. Because th«
debate continue* on which im a MOT* appropriate
measurement in it* correspondence to the measured
backscatter, I have chosen to allow the use of either in
the model. With the addition of satellite measured sea
surface temperature, the surface fluxes may be found.
By following the method of Liu, ft §.Lt <197?> , the
surface fluxes may be estimated by first finding u^ and
ZQ. Then, the roughness Reynolds number is computed from
which zt and zq are found. With the addition of the sea
surface temperature and mixing ratio, the surface fluxes
may be found by using the bulk aerodynamic formulas and
the Busi nger-Dyer unstable diabatic profiles.
For input involving a neutral stability wind, Kondo's
(197S) relation is used
Where p, q, and r are constants which vary for wind speed
velocities between 0.3 and SO.O m/s. Kondo's relation was
chosen because of its ability to cover large ranges of
wind speed. This allows the model to incorporate cases
such as California coastal stratus which do not exhibit
28
the large air-eea temperature differences coflnmon for cold
air outbreak | thu», creating a near neutral atmospheric
•tability.
Equation (2.3.1) may bm •xpr««««d a«
<2.S.2)
wh*r* I hav» u««d
Cdn"(u*/U10n)a (2.5.3a>
<2.5.3b)
On* nay calculate th« -friction velocity, u, by
(2.3.4)
Th» roughn««» Ivngth, ZQ? may b« found frcxn th» vxpraamion
for " in equation (2.3.3b).
z0-10/C»xp((u10nk)/u»)3 (2.5.3)
For input involving •atvllit* derived friction
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velocity, Charnock'a (1933) relation ia uaed to find the
roughness length. The equation is
z0-a(u.»)a/g (2.5.6)
where g ia the gravitational acceleration and a is
Charnock'a constant. Wu (1969) in his atudy of sea
aurface roughness, found a«O.O156 to be a reasonable value
for a large range of oceanic data.
Following the method of Liu, e£ ml± (1979) the
roughness Reynolds number la expressed aa
(2.5.7)
where V ia the kinematic viscosity.
According to Liu, et al_._ (1979), the variables z. and
z may be expreaaed in terms of the roughness Reynolds
number by
*4.~<a«R_to* "^  )/u_ (2.5.B)
ind
3O
z -(a^ R." V )/u^  (2.5.9)
whar* th» coefficient* «t f bj , a^, and b2 for
rang** of R «r« mhovm in Tabl* 2.S. 1, t«k«n from Liu,
•1A (1979).
Th» distribution of vvlocity, t«np*ratur*t and
humidity for th« aurfaca layvr, out aid* of th« region
Mh»r* molacular affacta dominata, ara govarnad by tha
Buaingar profile*
(u-"0)/u»-Cln<z/z0)- u3/k (2.3.10)
(0- 90)/0»-Cln(z/zt)-^t3/«<hk (2.3.11)
(q-qoO/q^ -Cln(z/zq)- ^  3/*<Bk (2.5.12)
Tha dlabatic tarm*, ^ , ^, and V «ra givan by
(2.3.13)
1*t-2 lntCl-Kl-^(zo/D) 1X23/2> (2.3.14)
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Tabl* 2.3.1. Lo*«*r Boundary Valu»* of the Logarithmic
Profile* z^u../ -a«R "* and z u_/ m*JR "*t » ir q » 2 r
Rr -l
O. - 0.11 O. 177
0. 11 - 0.823 1.376
0.823 - 3.O 1.O26
3.0 - 10.O 1.623
1O.O - 30.0 4.661
30. O - 1OO.O 34.904
bl
0.
O.929
-0.399
-1.018
-1.473
-2.067
-2 b2
0.292 0.
1.808 0.826
1.393 -O.528
1.936 -0.870
4.994 -1.297
3O.79O -1.843
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and
(2.3.19)
respectively. Liu, it §1* (1979) used k-O.4,
l/(*hk)-l/«*.k)-2.2, and
To include the effects of the buoyancy of Hater
vapor, th« Obukhov length, L, nay b« •xpr««»»d in tarm* of
th« virtual potential t«np«ratur« flux
(2.5.16)
con** from equation (2.2.14)
(2.5.17)
and 0 ie •Mpre«»«d aa
- 6_ (!-(!/£ -Dq-Ml/e -l)d q. (2.5. IB)
The profiles (2.5.10) to (2.5.12) are formulated in
terme of mean quantitiee for the boundary layer. Theee
mean value* can be associated with the surface flux
profiles. Near the surface, mechanical shear dominates
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and large gradient* may exi*t in the mean profile*.
Higher up, buoyancy begin* to dominate and the eheare
gradually vani*h ae the profile* approach their mixed
layer mean valuee.
If a matching height, h, ie introduced it ie po**ible
to solve the problem of matching the mean mixed layer
profile* with the surface layer profile* (Myngaard, et
Sli« 1974). Let h be the height at which the profile*
(2.5. lO)-<2.3. 12) produce the mixed layer mean value*.
Then one may write
In(h/z0)- /Vu(h/L)-ln<-h/L)-/Vu<-h/L)-ln<-«0/L)
ln<h/*t>- /V't(h/L)-ln<-h/L>- ^  <-h/L)-ln<-at/L> (2.3.19)
-ln(-x /L)
The height at which the gradient* become vaniehingly
•mall i* determined by the relative importance of *hear
and buoyant production of turbulence kinetic energy and
thu* h *hould be proportional to -L (Wyngaard, at ftL«.»
1974). Therefore,
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Ku-ln<-h/L>-
Kt-ln(-h/D- ^ t<-h/L) (2.5.2O)
Kq-ln(-h/L>-
are constant* and the profile* (2.9.1O)-(2.9.12) may be
•xpr eased mm
(u-uo)/u^ -CKu-ln(-*0/L)3/k (2.9.21)
(6- 6)/©-CK-ln<-z/L)3/c*k (2.9.22)
(q-qo)/q^ -CKq-ln(-zq/L) J/«*Bk (2.9.23)
Wyngaard, ft §1.. (1974) took -h/L—1O.O, thum giving
KU—O.2 and Kt-K —1.O2.
In order to eolve equation* (2.9.21)-(2.9.23) the
Obukhov length, Lf must b« found. Equation* (2.9.16)-
(2.9.18) «hoM that it im nmcmmutry to know 8^ and q^ in
order to do thi« problem. If an initial gueas of Q ^ im
given and equation (2.9.17) im ueed to eolve for Q , the
Obukhov length nay be determined by equation (2.9.16).
The parameter 6^ may be found from equation (2.9.22) and
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the satellite measured ••• surface temperature 0_.
k<K.-ln<-z./L))3 (2.9.24)
n t ti
The ••• surface value of the water vapor mixing ratio* qQf
may b« found by using the function Q<T) •Mpr««««d in
•quation (2.2. 1O).
(2.5.25)
Asmuming no liquid w«t«r or ic« in pr««»nt in th« mix»d
layer wh«r« th« mean profile* •ximt, q may b« u««d a« th»
value of th* water vapor mixing ratio of the mixed layer.
Thus, q^ may be found from equation (2.5.23).
(2.5.26)
A new value of &y# may now be calculated using equation
(2.5.18). The difference between the gueeeed value and
the calculated value of 0 may be found
(2.5.27)
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When Adv# reaches m •mall value approximately equal to
zero, 3wm has been found, and therefore, the values of ©
w « ™
and q# are known.
The surface fluxes associated with the profile*
expressed in equation* (2. S. 21) -(2. 3. 23) may be written as
u'W
 0— u»=» ( 2 . 5. 28 >
**'Q'|0— u»&» (2.S.29)
**'qt'|0— u^ q^  (2.3.30)
where u'w'|0 is the surface flux of momentum, W & '1 o is
the surface flux of sensible heat, and "•'cL.'lo ** ^^*
surface flux of moisture. Since u , 0 ^ , and q^ are now
known, the fluxes may be calculated from these equations.
The method listed above for determining the fluxes
assumes unstable conditions. Therefore, a limit must be
place on the calculations for when conditions approach
near neutral stability.
As conditions approach near neutral stability, the
relation zo/l- goes to zero since L goes to plus or minus
infinity. The author chose to limit >O/L to be
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(2.5.31)
By taking a typical value of ZQ over the ocean •• 2.0x10—*
meters (Miyake, et aiif 1970) , this gives an upper limit
of the Obukhov length of
-L-2OOO meters
The maximum height of zfe in the model is 2OOO meters. In
order for the Obukhov length not to exceed z. , the
assumption expressed in equation (2.9.31) appears to be a
valid lower limit for near neutral stability conditions.
2.6 PARAMETERIZING MATER VAPOR ABOVE THE MABL
A method to parameterize the water vapor content
above the MABL is now presented. An analysis is needed in
which the profile of q^ above the boundary layer may be
found. From this profile, the integrated water vapor
content may be found since qj is assumed to be zero above
z^. A climatological profile is the easiest means
available of accomplishing the analysis. Schemes for both
cold air outbreak and California coastal stratus are given
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in this section.
2.6. a Cold Air Outbreak
The profile for cold air outbreak warn derived from
the NASA Mesoscale Air-Sea Exchange (HA3EX) project. In
order to find the profile of qfc above the boundary layer,
profile* of temperature, relative humidity, and mixing
ratio were mtudied. The profiles of temperature and
relative humidity were chosen to find the profile of q. .
The mixing ratio profile was discarded because the
relative humidity profile seemed more readily adaptable to
a wide range of situations.
Given temperature and relative humidity, one may find
q.. 80 that the profile* studied in MA3EX may be made
relevant to other cases, the lapse rates of temperature
and relative humidity were found. In addition, the mean
jump of temperature from the bottom of the inversion to
the top of the inversion was calculated along with the
mean relative humidity at the inversion top. By using
these mean values of At^ and RH, and the lapse rates of
B and RH, the profile above the boundary layer of q. may
be found.
The mean values of A& and RH are 3 ~C and 43X,
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respectively. The lapse rates of RH and Q are 8 X/km and
6 "•C/km, respectively. By adding u9T to the cloud top
temperature and integrating over lOm steps using the lapse
ratem listed above, q , above the MABL may be found.
2.6.b California Coastal Stratus
Similarly, a profile for California coastal stratus
Mas computed. Analysis of the profiles found in the
studies of Neiburger, e.t alL (1961) and Meitin (197S)
yielded the mean values for this case. Values of A&-7°C,
RH«35Xf lapse rate of temperature-6 °C/km, and lapse rate
of RH-B X/km Mere extracted from the data.
2.7 RADIATIVE FLUX
Given the profiles above the boundary layer, the
radiative flux at cloud top may be found by using the flux
emissivity method of Staley and Jurica (197O|1972). Since
the model assumes no cloud above the boundary layer, the
flux at the top of the atmosphere is equal to zero.
The optical path length, u(z), is given by the
integration of the Mater vapor mixing ratio profile.
40
u<z>- /
V?
(q/g)dp (2.7.1)
In equation (2.7.1), ztoo rm*mrm to tn» highest Bounding
I my ml available. The flux emissivity <f(u> im found by
the interpolation of the value* tabulated by Staley and
Juricai thus, giving the downward radiative temperature
f 1 ux a»
T*dc~(u(z)> (2.7.2)
since the atmosphere is assumed to be cloud free above the
MABL.
The method described above, or any other similar
radiation model, will yield a value for the radiative
temperature flux. Due to the uncertainties involved when
using mean profiles in place of actual profiles, the
radiative temperature fluxes calculated by the model are
not yet reliable. When a better method of finding the
profile of water vapor above the MABL is found, the
radiative flux method listed above will be useful.
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CHAPTER 3 i COMPUTATIONAL FORM OF THE MODEL
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Tha computational form of tha modal ia diacuaaed in
thia chapter. Tha aquation* for tha modal ara given in
Chaptar 2| hence, thi» chaptar reference* tha aquation*
inatead of rapaating than. Thi* chaptar *how* tha «tep*
naadad to produca aatimatea of tha vurfaca fluxas from tha
input data. •
3.2 THE MODEL
In ordar to amtimata tha murfaca fluxa* of momantua,
haat, and moiatura, tha aatallita input* of cloud top
tamparatura, intagratad liquid Matar contant, and
intagratad watar vapor contant muvt ba convartad into z.
and tha boundary layar profilaa of Q and qt- First a
guas* of tha boundary layar haight i* givan. Than, tha
intagratad Matar vapor contant outaida of tha boundary
layar in found by tha mathod in Saction 2.6. Than, tha
mathod givan in Saction 2.4 ia uaad to calculate & , q ,
41
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and z.. The integrated liquid water in calculated from
the values found in Section 2.4. This calculated value in
then compared to the eatellite measured value. If the
difference between the measured and calculated value* of
q.. i« approximately equal to zero, the model continue*.
Otherwise, a regul.a fal.si routine in used to obtain a new
value ^ »f the boundary layer height, and the process above
im repeated until the difference between the measured and
calculated q^ '• i« approximately equal to zero.
Upon finding the values of 6
-f qt, «nd zb, the model
continue*. If a neutral Mind speed is provided, the model
calculates the friction velocity and roughness length by
the method shown in equations (2.S.I) to (2.S.5). On the
other hand, if a friction velocity is given, the roughness
length is calculated by equation (2.S.6). With the values
of u^ and ZQ, and following the method of Liu, e£ a.i.«.
(1979), a roughness Reynolds number may be computed. This
is accomplished by equations (2.5.7) to (2.9.9).
The last satellite measured value, the sea surface
temperature, is now used. Values of ©^ and q^ must be
found so that the fluxes may be computed. From d and q+,
61 !• found. The quantity <&I~&Q> i« used for the
computation of &^. The quantity (qt-qQ) , where qQ is
found from the sea surface temperature, is used for
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calculating q^. With an initial guess of @v»» equations
(2.5.16) to (2.5.18) and equations (2.5.24) to (2.5.25)
are employed to calculate 9^ and q#. Than 6y< in computed
by equation (2.5.26) and compared to the value of the
original guess of ©v^  by aquation (2.5.27). If the
difference is not approximately equal to zero, a regula
routine is employed to compute a new Q . The
TT ^*
proce»« above i« repeated until the difference i«
approximately equal to zero, at which time the model
continue*.
Finally, with value* for u#, 0^, and q^, the surface
fluxea of momemtum, heat and moisture may be estimated.
Equation* (2.5.28) to (2.5.3O) are u*ed to accomplish this
task.
A note about the computations listed above. Original
test runs of the model showed that more than one solution
existed for each combination of input parameters.
Numerically, these solutions were valid| however, these
solutions were physically unrealistic due to the extremely
high dewpoint temperatures and low mixing ratios
encountered. In order to "force" the model to converge to
the "realistic" answer the following was done. An upper
limit of 2OOOm for z was chosen, since the majority of
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the physically unrealistic solutions were at z. values
greater than 2OOOm. To handle the unrealistic solutions
that occurred below 2OOOm, the initial guesses of z. for
the regula falsi routine were set at 120O and lOOm. Since
no double solutions were seen to exist below 12OOm, any
solutions with z. less than this height will be accurate.
For solutions between 12OO and 2OOOm, where double
solutions might occur, a very restrictive tolerance was
placed on Q14« Runs of the model showed that q14 was
extremely sensitive to changes in height. By requiring a
near perfect convergence of the measured and calculated
integrated liquid water contents, the problem of a
possible double solution in the 120O to 2OOOm range seens
to have been solved.
In this chapter, the computational form of the model
has been discussed. The steps needed to estimate the
surface fluxes from the original satellite data have been
shown. The next chapter deals with the model's results
for its test runs.
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CHAPTER 4 i MODEL RESULTS
4. 1 INTRODUCTION
The results of the test run* of the model are
discussed in this chapter. First, the applications of the
modml are presented. Next, the percent variation of the
output parameters .with variation of th« input parameters
i« shown. Next, th» •xpvctvd accuracy of th« modml with
rvmpvct to currant accuracies of satvllits- mvasurvrnvnts is
pr«s«nt«d. Last, th» strengths and weaknsssss of thv
model are discussed.
4.2 MODEL APPLICATIONS
The model was originally developed for the case of
cold air outbreak| however, it may also be applied to
California coastal stratus. The model assumptions of a
horizontally homogeneous, cloud—topped boundary layer with
little or no liquid water above the boundary layer apply
to both cases mentioned above.
In order to test the model's capabilities, the
43
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rout in* daacribad in Saction 2.3 waa run ovar a larga
rang* of valuaa for 9^, q. , and z. . Tha predictad valuaa
of @b, 4i*« *nd ^yi from thia routina wara than uaad aa
input for tha modal. For tha caaaa in which tha routina
in Saction 2.3 pradictad clouda and/or clouda and fog, tha
modal computad valuaa of © . q. , and z. which agraad with
tha variablaa inputtad into tha routina. Howavar, for
caaaa in which no clouda wara pradictad by tha routina,
tha modal would not convarga to an anmwar. Tha routina in
Saction 2.3 waa than run for typical rangaa of valua* for
tha caaa of cold air outbraak with 0 ranging from -3O to
1O °C, q^ ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 g/kg, and zfa ranging
from 5OO to 2OOO matara. Tha routinaa pradictad valuaa of
3jj, q^j, and qvj war* than uaad aa tha ranga of valuaa to
computa tha aanaitivitiaa of tha output paranatara
deacribad in tha naxt aaction.
4.3 VARIATION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS
Tha parcant variation of tha haat and moiatura fluxaa
with variation of u1On, u#, 6b, ^o* qli» *nd qvi *• now
praaantad. Tha modal waa taatad ovar tha ranga of valuaa
liatad abova plua tha rangaa for "1On of 3 to 2O m/a, for
u^ of .1 to .7 m/a, and for d of 5 to 20 "C. Tha
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figures presented in this chapter are from on* test rang*
of value* for the modal. The input variables for the
cases shown her* Mere h*ld constant* *KC*pt Mhen .they w*r*
th* variabl* b*ing tested, at U10n"10 m/s, 9D—13 ~C,
QQ-IO «»C, qjj«300 m g/kg, and qvi"9OO m g/kg.
Th* lOm neutral Mind *p**d Ma* t**t*d over th* rang*
of 5 to 14 m/« in thi* ca**. UJ<)n i» related to the
•urface fluxem through u#, xo, it, «nd z . The reeult* of
the variation of both the heat and moisture fluxes Mith
respect to "lOn i* nearly 1 invar. Analysis shOMs that
Mith a +/-1OX variation in ul()n resulting in a +/-IOX
variation in both th* heat and moisture fluxes.
The friction velocity Mas tested next Mith a range of
.2 to .63 n/s in this case. The friction velocity is
directly related to the fluxes as well as through z-f z. ,
and z . The results of the tests shOMed the variation is,
as in the case of "1On, nearly linear. Analysis of the
results shOMs that a +/-10X variation in u^ produces a
+/-9X variation in both the heat and moisture fluxes.
Next, the cloud top temperature Mas tested over a
range of -13 to -10.5 °C in this case. The cloud top
temperature is related to the heat and moisture fluxes
through 0} and qt- Results for the variation of the heat
A
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flux may be seen in Figure 4.3.1.
A» seen in Figure 4.3.1, the heat flux decreases for
increasing ©fa. The change in slope of the curve in due
to the presence of fog predicted by the model. Because of
the uncertainty of the model's evaluation of fluxes under
foggy condition*, only cases in which no fog is present
were considered for error determinations. The error for
the no fog portion of this case as well as in all other
cases is for a •*•/-! ™C change in 6faf the heat flux varies
by -/+4X. Figure 4.3.2 shows the variation of the
moisture flux with 0. .
D
As can be seen in the figure, the moisture flux also
decreases with increasing 9b> The change in slope of the
curve seen in the figure corresponds with the formation of
fog. The results for a +/-1 "C change in Q. . in the no
D *
fog cases, are a -/+4.5X variation in the moisture flux.
Sea surface temperature was the next variable tested.
The range in this case was from 5 to 14 °C. Sea surface
temperature effects the heat flux directly and the
moisture flux through qQ. Figures 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 show
the variations of heat and moisture fluxes, respectively.
As shown in the figures, both the heat and moisture
fluxes increase with increasing 0Q. For a +/-1 —C change
of 0Q, the heat flux varies +/-3X, and the moisture flux
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variaa +/-7X.
Naxt, tha intagratad liquid watar content waa taatad
ovar tha rang* of 3OO to 480 m g/kgf for thi» caaa. Tha
intagratad liquid watar content affacta the haat flux
through BI and tha moiatura flux through qt. Figura
4.3.5 ahowa tha variation of tha haat flux, and Figura
4.3.6 ahowa tha variation of tha moiatura flux.
Aa can ba aaan in Figura 4.3.3, tha haat flux
incraaaaa with incraaaing q^. Analyaia ahowa that for a
+/-1OO m g/kg changa in qu, tha haat flux changaa
+/-O.25X. Howavar, in Figura 4.3.6, ona may aaa that tha
moiatura flux dacraaaaa with incraaaing qj*. A +/-lOOm
g/kg changa in q^ producaa a -/+3.SX changa in tha
moiatura flux.
Figuraa 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 ahow tha variation of tha
haat and moiatura fluxaa with varying intagratad watar
vapor contant. Tha intagratad watar vapor waa variad from
72O to 9OO m g/kg, for thia caaa. Tha haat and moiatura
fluxaa ara affactad by qyl through 6j and qt,
raapactivaly.
Aa ahown in tha figuraa, tha haat flux dacraaaaa and
tha moiatura flux incraaaaa with incraaaing q .. Analyaia
ahowa that for a +/-10Om g/kg changa in qylf tha haat flux
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varies — /•*•<>.6X and the moisture flux varies +/-5X.
4.4 EXPECTED MODEL ACCURACIES WITH SATELLITE DATA
The expected model accuracies with currant satellite
technology is now presented. Through infrared
measurements, the cloud top temperature nay be found
within +/-2 ™C. The accuracies of the mm* surface
temperature, the lOm neutral wind speed, and the friction
velocity are «•/-!. 5 =C, +/-2m/s or 2OX, and +/-2OX,
respectively <§§&flli£c Qi£ro»jaye B»fngt« gSDiioa, edited
by T.D. Allan, 1983). These values were obtained from
results of SEASAT and NIMBUS 7 data analysis. The
expected retrieval errors of the integrated liquid and
water vapor contents for the 8MMR package on NIMBUS 9 are
+/-65Om g/kg and +/-1 SOOtn g/kg, respectively (Chang and
Wilheit, 1979).
By applying these accuracies to the percent
variations of the model discussed in the previous section,
i
the expected accuracy of the model may be found. Since
the difference of the variations with respect to u</N_ andiun
u^ is IX, the larger of the two errors will be used.
Given a 20X error in satellite derived u«~ , thei wn
model will produce a 2OX error in both the heat and
39
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moisture fluxes. A 2 °C error in 0. produces a BX error
in the heat fluM and a 9% error in the moisture flux. An
•rror of 1.5 "C in the sea surface temperature gives a
4.5X error in the heat flux and an 6.79X error in the
moisture -flux. A 6SO<n g/kg error in q. . produce* a 1.6X
error in the heat flux and a 22.7SX error in the moiature
flux. An error of ISOOm g/kg for qyi give* a 9X error in
the heat flux and a 75X error in the moiature flux.
Taking theme errore to be independent of each other, it i»
pOB>ible to compute the expected r.m.m. error of the
model. For the error* listed above for each parameter,
the expected overall r.m.a. error of the model is 24X for
the heat flux and 82X for the moiature flux (See Table
4.4.1). Although the«e error* are quite high, it must be
understood that the satellite technology which allows the
measurements of the necessary parameters is still in its
infancy. The major errors in the model may be attributed
to the calculations of q^ and qyi* Future improvement in
the algorithms used to find these parameters would
significantly improve this model*s estimates of the
surface fluxes.
Tabl« 4.4.1. Individual Exp«ct«d Errors dtut to Each
Satvllit* Parantvtvr and Total Exp*ct»d
Mod«l Error
PARAMETER
U10n
©b
*0
"li
"vi
SATELLITE Rt18 ERRORS
20X
2.0 °C
1.9 -C
65O m g/kg
15OO tn g/kg
HEAT
2OX
8X
4.3X
1.6X
9X
MOIBTUI
2OX
9X
6.73X
22.79X
75X
*E
Total Expwct.d R.M.8. Error.i 24X 82X
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4.5 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
The modal'• mtrengthm and weaknemmem are now
dimcummed. The modal handle* wall in cloudy and cloudy
with fog condition*. Th« modal im extremely quick, and,
given-reasonable input accuracies, will produce reasonable
estimates of tha surface fluxam. Am far a* tha author can
tall, tha modal i« tha only ona currently available which
will provide estimate* of the surface fluxes for a cloud
topped MABL from matellite measurable parameter*.
On the other hand, the model im not capable of
calculating the murface fluxem when a cloud im not
prement. The calculation of the fluxem im almo unclear
whan gapm in the cloudm are prement. If the gapm are
large enough, the calculation of the cloud top temperature
becomem difficult, and the profilem ammumed in tha model
break down. Tha model'» ammumption that the cloud top im
almo the bame of the invarmion im not alwaym correct. The
cloud may extend into the invarmion layer| however, due to
the uncertainty of how far into the cloud the infrared
cloud top temperature im actually being meamured,
thim weaknemm may be corrected. The premence of fog below
the cloud layer almo prementm a problem due to the
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uncertainty of how the model's equations react to fog.
The main weakness of the model is the parameterization of
the water vapor above the boundary layer. The mean values
chosen are not representative of all possible cases, and
further work in this area is needed.
CHAPTER 5 i CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, thim thesis has produced • viable
model to estimate the surface fluxes from satellite
measurable parameter*. The model applies to case* of cold
air outbreak, California coastal stratus, or to any cloud
topped MABL which has a sufficiently strong heat flux or
cloud top radiative cooling to cause the potential
temperature and total water profiles of the layer to be
well-mixed. With improvements of the current satellite
technology, this model will provide accurate estimates of
the surface fluxes. The model is relatively simple and
extremely quick running. The model is also the only one
of its kind currently available to estimate the surface
fluxes of moment turn, heat, and moisture of the cloud topped
marine atmospheric boundary layer from satellite
measurable parameters.
In light of this thesis, some areas of further
research are suggested. More work is necessary to find a
method of parameterizing the water vapor content above the
MABL. More research is also necessary for testing the
model for the case of California coastal stratus to see
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how well it reacts under nearly neutral condition*. The
evaluation of the surface flux** under foggy condition*
and how wall the model handles them is another area for
•tudy. The problem of gap* in the cloud deck and a method
to handle thi» in an area for further thought. Also,
other poavible *etm of parameter* should be examined to
•ee if a better method than the one presented may be
found.
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